Workers who wear safety glasses all day long often complain of pinching and discomfort behind the ears. Gateway Safety’s Temple Technology® products are a collection of safety glasses specially engineered to fit users more comfortably by eliminating the pinch points and hard temples of traditional eyewear styles.

Improved temple design...is improved compliance. The more reactive fit of Temple Technology® safety glasses reduces pressure at the typical resting points of safety glasses, behind the ears and against the head. Through patented technology, the temples on these products produce greater comfort for workers who are required to wear eye protection for long periods of time.

Are my employees removing eyewear to rub or massage these pinch points? Temple Technology® products take on this nagging concern with three revolutionary products in eye protection: Luminary®, Flight® and Parallax™.

Designed for comfort. Made for protection. These products are independently tested and certified by Underwriters Laboratories to meet ANSI Z87.1+ and CSA Z94.3 standards and meet the ballistic impact resistance requirements in the US Military Performance Specification MIL PRF-31013.
Gateway Safety products are warranted to be free from manufacturing defects. Consult safety professionals or refer to safety standards for determination of the correct protector for the use contemplated or the manner of such use. There is no warranty, expressed or implied, including, without limitation, warranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose.
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